Today's workplace is rapidly undergoing a digital transformation and everything is now connected and available in the palm of your hand. As employees demand curated experiences, office space needs to be increasingly agile.

With the speed of technology and the evolving demands of employees, an ideal workplace needs to flex to these changes in a frictionless manner. IT, HR, Real Estate and workplace leaders need a solution that enables the modern smart digital workplace and allows them to make real-time decisions.

While today's Smart Digital Workplace starts with pervasive location-ready wireless WLAN infrastructure, solutions are needed to take that location information and integrate it into space management.

WHY SPACEIQ
SpaceIQ is an agile cloud workplace platform that provides powerful analytics and applications to drive smart real estate decisions, increase operational excellence, and enhance employee experience.

SpaceIQ helps organizations across the globe reimagine their workplace. Its mission is to make the workplace smarter, transforming the traditional cost center into a competitive advantage.

SpaceIQ provides a suite of powerful and easy-to-use workplace optimization features such as space planning, move management, real estate forecasting, and workplace analytics, helping companies of any size to increase engagement, fuel productivity and reduce costs through real estate portfolio optimization and increased operational efficiency.

With SpaceIQ, Users can expect:

- Unparalleled “time to value”
- Easy implementation with a highly scalable, cloud-native SaaS platform
- Industry's most advanced user experience and design
- Out of the box integrations with HR, IT, access control systems and IoT
- To extend the life of legacy Integrated Workplace Management Systems (IWMS)

KEY FEATURES
- **System of Record** – Eliminate duplicate manual work by only maintaining and updating one system. With SpaceIQ and Aruba Meridian you always have accurate floor maps, employee locations, shared resources, and emergency/safety points.
- **Insights at your fingertips** – Get quick access to occupancy levels for buildings, floors, departments and teams. Make better, data-driven business decisions about your organization with space utilization, badging and other workplace reporting.
- **Forecast your workplace** – Through SpaceIQ projections, accurately forecast for future growth utilizing existing workplace data to determine capacity limits and real estate transactions timing.
- **Space management and planning** – Provide visibility into the entire workplace through SpaceIQ. Effectively manage current resource assignments, office space, employee seating, and other important facility information. Plan for future changes with SpaceIQ’s visual stack planner and automated stacking powered by machine learning.
- **Enhance employee experience and productivity** – Increase efficiency for employees and visitors with turn by turn navigation to co-workers, meeting rooms, hotel desks, shared resources and emergency/safety points.
ARUBA MERIDIAN INTEGRATION

SpaceIQ’s integration with Aruba Meridian supports scalable deployments by setting SpaceIQ as the system of record for resource location and assignments, emergency and safety designations, hotel desks, meeting rooms, and custom places of interest. When office spaces, workstations, emergency and safety points are reassigned or relocated in SpaceIQ’s environment, that information is automatically updated in Aruba Meridian’s maps.

This means that when employees use a Meridian-powered mobile app to search for a resource, hotel desk, co-worker, or safety point, they always have the most up-to-date location information. Once the resource is located, they can receive turn-by-turn directions to help them navigate.

SPACEIQ AND ARUBA TOGETHER

SpaceIQ and Aruba collaborated to create this integrated, easy-to-deploy solution. The solution offers:

- **Insightful Financial Forecast** – Making data-driven strategic real estate decisions using space utilization, capacity forecasting analytics. Allowing you to make proactive decisions about your real estate.
- **Increased Automation** – Increasing operational excellence to maximize your workplace productivity by removing manual record keeping, eliminating duplications, and introducing automation that frees your team to add strategic value.
- **Connected Experiences** – Creating the connected workplace experiences that your employees will rave about with turn by turn navigation to the people, spaces and resources that matter to them.
- **Improved Productivity** – Enabling modern employees for success with hotel desking and workplace efficiencies. Provide your employees and visitors the ability to book hotel desks with seamless navigation to it.

Best of all, this joint solution enables a single source of truth for your physical workplace, allowing you to manage your workplace operations for the modern employee. Create the agile workplace with SpaceIQ and Aruba.

For more information regarding Meridian visit:  
http://www.arubanetworks.com/products/location-services/

For information regarding SpaceIQ visit:  
http://www.arubanetworks.com/partners/programs/engage/
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